A population of normal diploid mammalian somatic cells proliferates in culture for a limited number of serial passages (10, 11) ; whereas cell populations that proliferate indefinitely come from malignant tissue, or are produced from normal cells spontaneously (15, 26) . To relate the proliferative life span of a cell population to the life phases of component cells, one may use genealogy as a direct approach. In fact, family trees of human diploid fibroblasts (HDFs) that cover several different segments of their proliferative life span have given us a direct view of variations in intermitotic periods and parent-daughter relationships among the cells (1) (2) (3) .
Indefinitely proliferative populations also have been characterized genealogically (21, 22, 25, 28) . These previous studies have only partly succeeded in showing the the difference between finite life and indefinite life : A difference between these two types of life, although suggested (9), has not been established on the basis of genealogical data (24) .
We here describe a culture system of rat liver epithelial-like cells (RLEC) which we found suitable for family tree analyses. The cultivation of cells of this type has a long history (5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 23, 27) . Biochemical studies have indicated that RLECs are a premature stage of hepatic stem cells or bile duct cells (8, 12) . Most previous reports on cultured cells of this type were concerned with established (indefinitely proliferative) cell lines (5, 7, 8, 12, 23, 27) . These lines often have kept diploidy for a long time during proliferation (23, 27) .
As reported here, however, the majority of RLEC clones in the early culture stage show limited proliferative potential. We will show family trees which relate this limited proliferative potential of a cell population to the life phases of the individual cells that compose the population. M ore than 15 primary cultures were put through time-lapse cinemicrography. Because they showed similar time courses for declining proliferation, detailed analysis were made for three cultures ; i.e. RLEC-1, RLEC-2 and RLEC-3 in Table 1 . Although the proliferation of all the clones in these cultures ceased, the number of cells that they produced varied. Three family frees (A, B and C in Table 1 ) came from clones that produced relatively large cell number. In all three, the frequency of dividing cells decreased and the frequency of interphase cells increased with time.
MATERIALS
A proliferative profile for each family tree was reconstituted. In all three profiles, clones proliferated rapidly in the beginning, then the rate of proliferation decreased, after which there was a phase with little increase or decrease in the number of clonal cells. In this last phase, the cell population maintained a balance between dividing cells and dying cells. Fig. 1 (RLEC-2) illustrates this situation.
The observed decline in clonal proliferation might have been due to the limited proliferative potential of the clones, to post-confluence inhibition of proliferation, to nutritional deprivation during time lapse cinemicrography or all three. Also, as some cells moved out of the sight during cinemicrography, there was the possibility that the moving cells might differ in proliferative potential from cells remaining in sight. To To assess these possibilities we devised several experiments :
We obtained proliferative profiles of individual colonies by counting the total number of cells in each. Because a colony grew large in primary culture, we also counted the number of cells in secondary culture colonies. In all of the five primary-culture colonies examined, cell proliferation slowed down. In each of the six secondaryculture colonies examined, proliferation ceased (Fig. 2) . This result shows that the declining proliferation described earlier for the reconstituted profile qualitatively represents that of an average clone of cultured RLEC. The maximum number of cells varied greatly among colonies in a single culture dish (Fig. 2) . The maximum number also varied among clones in a single colony (See Family Tree D which shows cells with small proliferative potentials [ Fig. 3] ) . These results, together with the fact that the growth medium was renewed periodically during cultivation, indicate that nutritional deprivation as a major factor in the decline in proliferation can be considered negligible.
In the primary culture colonies the number of cells in the cinemicrographic field first increased then decreased. Cells were separated by spaces when proliferation declined. Column A of Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 show this phenomenon for RLEC-2. In the colonial proliferation experiment shown in Fig. 2 , half of a fully grown colony was removed mechanically.
No cell proliferation was detected in the cells in the remaining half colony. Apparently, in a declining colony, cells in its center, as well as along its periphery, had already lost their proliferative ability. These results show that the decrease in proliferation was not due to post-confluence inhibition of proliferation. To examine whether S-phase cells in particular were localized along the periphery of a colony, we exposed colonies that were nearing full development to 3H-TdR for Table 1 ). 24 h. In their autoradiograms the labelled nuclei were not distributed evenly in a colony ; they tended to form clusters. These clusters, however, were scattered within the colony and showed no particular localization at the center, or along the periphery. This clustering of DNA-synthesizing cells, without doubt, corresponds to the clustering of dividing cells within a colony (Fig. 4. Columns B and C) . An example of an autoradiogram for a relatively small colony is shown in Fig. 5 . The major cause of the location-dependent variations in the DNA synthesizing potential of a colony is considered to be due to the clustering of dividing cells all over the colony, not to the distance from the center of a colony.
In family tree mitosis, incomplete division and death also appeared (Column D of Fig. 1 ). Although very rare, multipolar divisions also were found (Fig. 3) . The interphase period varied greatly. Incomplete division was frequently followed by a long interphase. Although not shown in these family trees, incomplete division also often was followed by binucleation. Evidently the limitation for proliferative potential was manifested in the family tree by the appearance of a long interphase, by an incomplete division seldom followed by division and by death.
DISCUSSION
For genealogical purposes, we have considered several other cell culture systems ; mouse fibroblasts (17) , human liver epithelial-like cells (16, Matsumura and Miyashita, unpublished) , and HDFs (Matsumura and Nitta, unpublished) as candidate systems for cell family trees. The RLEC system is the most advantageous in several respects : Its proliferative life span is short enough to be covered in one cinemicrographic film series. Also, these cells stay in a single layer and move less than do fibroblasts. In addition, the polygonal shape of these epithelial-like cells makes film analysis easy. These advantages probably are shared by the epithelial-like cells of other rodents and small animals. To our knowledge, the RLEC system described here is the first such system to enable us to reconstitute the whole profile of finite proliferation from a single family tree.
Because HDF populations have been studied most among the finitely proliferative populations, we will discuss our data mainly in terms of the results and conclusions developed for HDFs. When a serial transfer of an HDF population is made and after it has almost lost its proliferative potential, a considerable number of the cell population become binucleated and continue on into S phase (19) . This phase we call Late Phase III (19) . Family trees of our RLEC primary-culture clones manifested a phase which essentially is the same as the Late Phase III of the HDFs. We consider these family trees to relate Late phase III, (originally a concept of cell population) to the life phases of individual cells because, when a cell has once experienced incomplete division, it has little ability to return to the mitotic cycle, and after incomplete division a cell often becomes binucleate.
During the development and regeneration of liver tissue, cells that are no longer in the cell division cycle, and still become polyploid and multinucleated are present (4, 20, 29) . We previously suggested that cells similar to in vivo hepatocytes (in that they become polyploid and multinucleated, and can be said to be in a "cell spiral" rather than a "cell cycle") are present in vitro (16) . The repeated incomplete divisions in our data are evidence of the presence of the cell spiral phenomenon in RLECs.
Although not reported here, we noted that a fully developed clone of RLEC contained a considerable number of polyploid cells, which also is evidence of the cell spiral.
A large number of the clones in primary RLEC culture did not have an indefinite proliferative potential. But, when a large number of. RLECs have been kept in primary culture, a cell line with indefinite proliferative potential frequently could be obtained (5, 7, 8, 23, 27) . Although the chances for success are small, we now are trying to record the process involved in producing indefinite proliferation by cinemicrography.
We conclude that the decrease in clonal RLEC populations in primary culture is not due to the post-confluence inhibition of proliferation nor to nutritional deprivation. It is due to the limited potential of cell proliferation (the Phase III phenomenon) as observed for serial transfers of HDF populations. Also, these family trees provide evidence for the presence of unidirectional changes in cell life, a cell spiral after the usual cell cycle.
Note added in proof. The possibility that RLECs are rather nonparenchymal than immature parenchymal liver epithelial cells has been suggested (Ichihara, A . et al., Mol. and Cell. Biochem. 43, [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] 1982) . A rare family tree of RLECs Which we regard as covering a part of the process toward immortalization will be described in a forthcoming paper (Matsumura, T., Cell Biol. Intl. Reports, in press).
